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AUTHORS NOTE
Thanks to the warm reception of this
little book, and in response to requests
and suggestions, I append the following
to this third printing.
I was born in 1875, the son of an officer in the U. S. Army. My first recollections were in 1879 at Ft. Wallace, Kansas, where my father was stationed white
flghring Indians. Since 19041 have lived

in Southern Oregon.

At the age of fourteen, I got my first
printing press. It was a small hand press,
capable of printing a 5 x 8 inch form. I
still have one like it. Upon this I do all
my printing. Publishing this, at the tender age of eighty-four, helps to keep me
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busy and out of mischief. I have enough
type to set and print one page at a time.

So, in order to make reprints, I had to
learn to make rubber printing plates from
my hand-set forms. It is from these the
pages are printed. I had to teach myself
to make half-tone engravings, for illustrations, from my own photos. Hunting for
the formula for sensitizing zinc, I wrote
to a large Eastern concern, requesting the

information, and was' flatly told that it
was impossible for me to do engraving
because it would take months to learn
ani cost at least two thousand dollars to
buy the equipment. It would be cheaper
to have tue work done by regular firns.
And they did not give me the formula.
Bat I found it.
I made my etching mc!'iine out of my
grandson's discarded toy constructor set
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and improvised all my gadgets. The .
suits you see in this book. They arc
printed from the rubber plates made from
the etchings.
I also had to learn book binding from
scratch. All the work, from writing to
the finished product, I did alone in my
little work room which my son has dubbed "The Rats' Nest" It is well named,
too. But I like it.
As to the text: I wrote the legend and
it was published in a magazine in 1927,
from information given me mostly by
Mr. Will Steel. Historical, geographical
and other such data were taken from authentic published sources or generally
accepted by the local people. However,
"facts" do sometimes change. For in-

stance Mt. Human is now repoted to
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be the highest point on the rim; we used
to think it Llao Rock. Kerr Notch was
said to be the lowest point, now it is reported to be Palisade Point. The greatest
depth of water in Crater Lake has varied
with different surveys, from 1996 feet to
1932 feetthe latter being from the survey of August 1959.

As a youngster, I worked in a bank
and on each balanced statement we had

to stamp the letters E. & 0. E.

This

meant "Errors and omissions excepted."
So, to you, my dear readers, I humbly
submit my little book. E. & 0. E.
April, 19O.

1Wirtter at Crater take.

CRATER LAKE

In June, 1853, a small party of pioneers

searching for a traditional gold mine ci
fabulous wealth upon the summit of the
Cascade Mountains, in Southern Oregon,

came suddenly upon a marvelous lake.
So wonderful was this body of blue water

that the party, upon their return to clvilization, gave glowing accounts of it. They

called it "Deep glue Lake."
Some time ther the discovery, a boy,
living in the East, was attracted by a ver
short description of this lake in his home
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paper. The article was couched in the
usual newspaper phraseography, but there
was something in it which struck the boy's

fancy. He cut the piece from the paper
and declared that some day he would see
that wonderful lake.
That boy was William Gladstone SteeL
The years passed and Will S reel grew
to manhood and, one day, found himself
in Oregon. In all that time, from the
day he first read of the lake to the day he
reached Oregon, he had never heard another word of it. In Oregon it was prac-

tically unknown. But Steel had never
fbrgotten it and he was obsessed with the
desire to see it.
Patient inquiry 1n2lly elicited the desired information and Steel, with a ____

psrty, visited, the lake as he had deter-
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mined to do when but a boy be had read
the description in the paper. From that
day, the mystic lure of the lake entered

his soul andbecameapartof him...
Crater Lake was named by a party front
Jacksonville August 4th 1869; Mt. Mazama christened by Miss Fay Fuller in 1896.
In 1865, Mr. Will Steel, realizing the great
benefit to th thutty1m t11i natural

wonder, launched a movement to make
of it a national park. In 18C6, President
Cleveland issued a proclamation withdrawing front settlement ten townthips
of land encompassing Crater Lake But
though Steel fought valiantly, his efforts
to have It made Into a national park wc'
in vain. But not for a single momcdid this Indomitable man cease to w-'
for his idea. And on May 22, 1932,
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seventeen years after the movement was
inaugurated, the President signed the bill
which made Crater Lake a national park.
But William Gladstone Steel was not

content The spirit of the lake had entered his soul and he wanted everyone to

see and enjoy its marvels, so his every
action was bent toward the development
of the park. Freely he gave of his time
and his money to this end. He interested others in building a hotel on the rim
to attract tourists and fought for roads to
make the park accessible. How well he

succeeded can best be attested by the
thousands of people who visit the park.
And during all this time Steel, with inherent modesty, never thought of reward

other than the satisfiction of having accomplished that which hejet out to do.
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But later the citizens of Medford launch-

ed a drive which ended in the appointment of Mr. Steel as superintendent of
the park and was later appointed Park
Commissioner. So, through the zeal of
Will Steel, Crater Lake became a national

park and he was called the "Father of
Crater Lake."
The park lies eighty miles from Medford, Oregon, on the summit of the Cascade range of mountains at an elevation of
seven thousand feet. It is easily reached
by automobde over paved roads.

Ages and ages ago, when this ld was
young, there stood a majestic mountain,
now known as Mazama. Full fifteen
thousand feet above the ocean it thrust
its mighty head, capped with black smoke-
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clouds, and shooting lurid aniés high tñ
the air. For thousands upon thousands
of years it cast its black pall over the land
till a mighty catadysm shook the earth
The internal ftiries of the great volcana'
concentrated themselves in one mighty
convulsion and, with an explosion which
must have jarred the very mountains to
their foundations, Mazama coliaptcd cnd
the entire cone above the seven-thoutandfoot level disappeared, leaving a cauldron
a mile deep.

But again the mighty forces arrayed
themselves in a last attempt to restore
that which had been destroyed. With
stupendous force the floor of the cauldron

heaved and lifted and another cone was
raised hundreds of feet. Then Nature

failed in her efforts to build anew the
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lofty peak which had disappeared. In its
stead remained only the gigantic cauldron
and the black, smoking cone whose top
had not been able to rise above the rim
surrounding it.
As the ages passed, the rocks gave up
their heat. Then came the snows piling
deeper and deeper upon the jagged rim.
The summer sun poured its warmth upon
the earth and the thirsty land drank the
melted snow. Rain and snow followed,
age after age, and the surfeited soil opened
everywhere pouring strems of life-giving
water down the sides into Mazarna's cauldron. Little by little the crevices filled;
foot by foot the water rose, dimbing ever
higher and higher up the towering cliffs
till half the cauldron was filled.
Slowly, under Nature's mystic catalyst,
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the dry volcanic ash changed and plants
and flowers flourished where once was
fire and smoke and desolation. Where
once the poison breath of old Mazama
swept the mountains clear of living things,

there came the woods, the finimals, the
birds and man.
And now, where the Cascades raise
their lofty crests, there lies a jewel unsurpassedthe mystic, deep, blue Crater
Lake. Here, shadowed by jagged crags,
slashed and spattered with all the hues
of Fairyland, smiles this most marvelous
gem. Matchless, indescribable, a sermon

to all mankind. To all mankind it calls:
"Come all you who are seeking peace and
rest; come from distant cities where strife
and turmoil try tLie hearts and sear the

ouh; come from the busy marts of the
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world; come from all the earth and gaze
upon a masterpiece of God!"
And the call has been heard and man
comes. He climbs the rugged rim and,
standing with hushed voice, gazes in awe.
There, a thousand feet beneath, lies the
placid lake, so intensely blue the mind
can scarce conceive. Not the blue of in-

digo; not the blue of the sky, the turquoise, nor any other blue, but just the
blue of Crater Lakea living blue that
defies all reproduction. No ripple disturbs the surface as he gazes, and the rim
is reilected in perfect reverse. Even the
downy cloud above floats, clear and dis-

tinct, across the mirror bclow his fect.
There, at his right, where Garfield Ridge

drops almost sheer for fifteen hundred
feet, the water is green close to sflore.
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lie t!uinks it green but, as he looks again,
it Ls changed to a shade of yellow or to

sore other tint.
Rr over near the foot of Dutton C.(I
tie Phantom Ship, a ragged island of lava,
seems floating on the blue. Farther along
are the yellow cliffs where houses seem to

cling prccariously to the vertical face o
the riniroc and above then is Cloudc:p
and Mt. &ott. Straight across the Eke,

six miles a the crow 1:ies, a slide has
formed a shape of a s1ender-stemmd
wine g!ass near the Palisades. ifl the
background a bEck, needle-Lke peak
pierces the s1zy where Mt. Thielsen, "the

Matterhorn of the Cascades," raises its
bead. Then te sheer face of Llao hock
rises near two thouand feat above the

watr.
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Crater Lalce is nearly circular in shape,
approximately six miles in diameter. The

rim rises above the water from about
seven hundred feet, at Kerr Notch, to
nearly two thousand at the summit of
Llao (Pronounced low, rhyme with cow,)
Rock. Its greatest depth is about two
thousand feet and there is no mud or noticeable vegetation in its sparkling water,
which is clear, cold and pure.
The Government has constructed a scenic highway around the entire rim, which
affords many striking viewpoints. On a
clear day, from the top of Cloudcap, nne

gets a wonderful panorama, from Mr.
Shasta, in California, almost to the Washington border.
But, to really appreciate the wonders of

the Likc, one should take the trail down
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to the water's edge. Here one can rent
a boat to travel along the shores at his
:e or make tours all around the lake
in a motor boat. While one sees the intense blue from above, yet, down on the
lake, the color often is deepened till the
water at the edge of the boat seems to be
opaque. But, now and then, as the boat
passes far over the submerged boulders it
seems sure to strike. So dear is the water
that a six-inch white china plate has been
seen at a depth of ninety-two feet.
Until 1883 there was not a fish in the
la!:e, but on Septeiuber flct of that year
Mr. Steel, with two companions, carried

trout fingerlings over forty miles and
p!anted thirty-seven of them in the lake.

It was supposed that the planting bad
failed to yield results, but in 1901 some
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trout were seen in the lake and one was

cau;ht which measured nearly thirty
inches in length.

Meking the round of the lake, one is
continuaiy charmed by the wonderful
beauty and grandeur of it ai. And as
one glides over the water with the towering ramparts of the rim far above, ha raLzes the enormous size cf the crater and
how d:rnhuitive is he and his tny craft.

And \7iard Island, a gi:anti: mass of
jumbled lava, presents an in:crccting trp

to is summit, where is another crater
CCCtI7 a hundred feat deep and dry. But
wy-n ni-ht has fallen and the stars chine

in the sky, one floating cuietly on the
lake seems suspended in the heavens. All

sbout is silence save the faint whispers
that seam to comae froaa nowhere, like
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the oh of the brec:e or, perhaps; the
murmuring of the 1i.:ie Llao3, the spris
of the lahe. l3oth óove and &!ow, the
stars chine in eq.ia1 brOancy and one
m3t lozcs his eqaiibrium in the vsion,
t&n the boat rocks and the tiny waves

break the rcfl.ctins and the iiusion Is
dissipated.
Such ía Crater Lake, of which no words

can adequately
sc:ie i:s marv&ous
bc:ur. In all the world th:re is no other
lake like Ccater Lake.

THE LEGEND

Now, in the ages before the wh1tem
came, there ruled over the land of Gaywas

which is now called Crater Lakethe
And Llao was mighty in
his power and ruled the land and all the
lesser spirits who dwelled therein. And
In the blue depths ol Caywas there dwelt
great god Llio.

the other I_laos, lesser spirits ruled by the
spirit L!ao, Among them Llao made
the giant criwfish to dwell in the waters

great

of Giywas and to protect his land. And
this mons:ious spirit could reach forth
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lila terrible claws and pluck down the enemies of LIao, cven from the crags upon

the rim, and drown them in,,the wa:er
of Gaywas.

And on the land the god Llao ruled
and sent his spirits forth in garb of beast
or bird who brought him tidings of his.

ciemies. Upon, the flat crest of Llào
Yalnawhich is now called LIao Rock
the spirita offdmes held thcr play and
fcaztcd o'er their victones.
There came a day when the dark clouds.
of war retried o'er the: land cf Oaywas,
for Shell, the haedete
'of'T.lao, be-

sieged him wkh his hords.

From the

rita of Gaywas the great spirit Llao could
look down upon Eikshi, the land of Shell,
where the yelio'v waters (hiamah Lake)

listencd in the sun.

And SLdII was
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mighty in his land and ruled o'er his su>

jects as dd Llao o'er his subjects in
Gaywas. And Shell sent out his spies in
the guise of eagle, deer and other an1mas
of the forest.
Then Shell threw his hordes upon the
!.ittle Llaos. But though they fought, it
seemed no victory could be gained. For
long the battle raged, then Lico broke
through into Eukshi and Shell went down,

the mighty L!ao tearing the heart from
the body of his enemy.
Then followed a great feast in the land

of Gaywas and, upon the crest of Llao
Yaina, the Llaos gathered. And grcat
games were played, eren the followers of
Skell joining in the gaines. Greatest of
all the sports was when the heart of S:ell
was tossed from hand to b'ind, and rolled
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and ldcked, in the game of ball çl1rl1
lasted far into the night
But the spirits of SkeU were slrewd,
and when they gained the heart of him
it was passed to the fleetest one among
them and away he sped. Then the Llaos
gave rlse in desperate anger. But the
heart of Skell was passed from deer to
elk, and elk to eagle, and in the end the
Llaos gave up the chase.

Then did the spirits of Skell take the
battered heart to one who was the most
learned among them. And this wise one

took the heart and made big medicine
over It and placed it back in the body of
Skell and again made medicine. And
the body shivered, the heart commenced
to beat and the >wouads healed. And
in a little time the great god Skell arose
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and lived and was himself once more
while all his subjects shouted and danced
to express their joy.
But the Llaos, thinking Skell was dead,

continued to feast and to make merry
over their success, for they were drunk
with victory. And long did the feasting
continue on the rock, which is now Llao

Rock, and games were played and all
made merry.

From the land of Eukshi, Skell sent
forth his spies as birds and squirrels and

bats and they came back and told him
a11 that they had seen. Then he caused
a great cloud to form over the face of the

land and hang low upon the earth. And
in this cloud he gathered all his warriors
and commanded the cloud to move into
the land of Gaywas.
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So when the cloud reried the rock,
where all the Llaos were celebrating, Skell

c:ued the doud todisappear and there
were the hordes of warriors. Then a big
battle took place and many Llaos were

sWn and the others fled into the deep
waters of Gaywas where the spirits of
Skcll could not follow.

After the great conflict Shcll and his
'ions stood upon Llao Yaina and sent
c1vn messages to the Llaos that Skell
had been slain. But the words were
false, for it was Llao who was slain and
not Skell. And the followers of Skell
tore LIao into bits and threw them over
the rock and the Licos devoured all the
pieces as they fell upon the water, for
they believed the parts were from the
body of SkclL
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But when the head of Llao was thit
ovcr, the spirits of Gaywas saw that it
was their own great god who had been
LL'ed and they had devoured. And becauce of their having devoured the body
of Llao they could not bring him back to
life.

And they set up loud cris and

1rinenations and would not touch the
head of Llao.

fo, today, the head of Llao, the great
and fearful god of Gaywas and all the
Ettle spirits that dwell therein, st:ll rcsts

v:here it was thrown near the fact of
Lizo Y:ina and transformed into stone
by the curse of Shell end his sorccrcrs.
Today it is called Wizard I3land.
And becau,ce of the curse the Lkos put
upon the followers of Skell, who lived in
Eulzshi, the land of the shimmering yellow
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waters, no Modoc or Kiarnath Indian
dared to look upon tli magic waters of
G:7was untd the coming of the paleface,
who broke tihe spell.

Such is the legend of Gaywas, of the
Modocs and the Kiamaths, and which is
today Crater Tk

Rogue River ferry, near Trail.

My

tle Olds stuck in Union Creck

EARLY TRIPS

Crater Lake National Park was but
three yers old when I first visited it by
mue team. The way from Medford foltowed the general route thet it does today
but, in 1935, it we a nerrow, rough, tinsurfaced road which crossed Rogue River
on the Bybee Bridge, near Upper Table
Rock, or by ferry a short distance above

where is now the town of Shady Cove.
This ferry was mcrcly a scow, which could
:comodate only one wagon at a time, and
was attached to a cable spanning the river.

It was driven by the current..
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It was a three or four day trip to the
lake by team over almost every kind of
road but good. There were rocks, ruts,
high centers, dangerously tilting places,
dust in dry weather, mud when it rained,
and one notorious stretch called Pummy

Grade. This began at the lower end of
Flounce Rock GradeFlounce Rock be
ing the huge rock standing on tlie crest
of the mountain above the roai, identified by the hole through it. It is about
two miles from Cascade Gorge.
And Pummy Grade was a humdinger.
It was a mile long, vcry rocl:y, with ruts
filled with powdered pumice, no room to
pass another vehicle except at a couple
of hazardous turnouts in the entire mile,
and very, very steep.

The best known camp on the route
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was the lovely place at UnIon Creek ford.
The stream was swift and cold and teams

fording it would invariably try to stop
and gulp their fill from the ice-cold water.
II allowed to drink too much the animals
would founder and die. So they had to

be hurried across and watered slowly
iroui a bucket.
It was the afternoon of the fourth day
of our first trip to the lake when we went
into camp about a mile above the present
Pa:k Headquarters. It was a lovely glade
beside a little stream where there was a

big fir tree whose trunk, near its base,
had grown into a form of S. We saw
other trees of similar sha,e and found it
was caused by the pres:urc ci heavy snow
on the young trees during early growth.

Nest morning we kft or camp in
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place and rode in our hack, on a very
crooked road, up a narrow gulch. The
way soon became so steep that we took
pity on the laboring mules and walked,
resting every little while. My father was
ahead, I followed him, next was Nip Foo
our old Chinese cook, and then the hack.
I was wondering if we ever would get
to the lake when, glancing up, I saw Dad
stop, turn abruptly to his right, gazing
downward.
"Do you see it?" I called. He nodded.

A few more yards and I stood beside
him There, almost perpendicularly below, was Crater Lake. I stood silent,
awed. There was no sound The stjhness was intense.

Finally I whispered, "What do you
think of it?"
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"My God!" he replied.

In a few minutes old Nip came up,
grinning, ready to make some jocular re-

mark. He didn't. The grin faded. He
stared and he, too, whispere& "My God!
Too awful deep! Too awful bluel"
Followed the hack with the heaving
mules, their ears flopping and heads hanging. They reached us. Stopped of their

own volition, raised their heads and, with
pointing ears, stared below.
It was a perfect day, scarcely a breath
of air. There was not a living thing to

be seen on the rim but our own small
party. Actually you could almost hear
the intense silence. And when we &ially
spoke to each other the tendency was to
s hisper They once rilled it Mysteraou Lake. It was. We were awed.
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The lake's surface was unmarred and
the reflections so perfect that a photo of
it could be viewed upside down and be
equally brilliant

Old Nip broke the silence.
awful blue," he repeated.

"Too
-

Back in camp, we went berrying on
the ridge behind us. We had been told
there were hucldeberries to be found and,
sure enough, there were, but very scarce.
Nip joined us but soon disappeared.

After an hour of hot, hard work, 1 resigned. Others joined me and when we
reached camp, with about a pint of berries, we spied Nip sitting, very cool and
grinning, in the shade.
"Where have you been?" I cried.
"Oh, me pickem bellies," he replied.
You catchem?"
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"No got," I admitted.

"TOO little.

No good pick."
"Me catchem plenty," he grinned.
He removed the cover ftorn a bucket
and we stared at a full gallon of beautiful
berries. We were astounded. To all our
questions he merely rcplie& "You no sabe
pickem. Me cntchetn."
"Just the same," 1 declared, "1 sm4l a
mouse somewhere."
"No mouse," he said innocently.
And next morning, as we were leaving
camp, the myctcry was colved. A couple
of Indian squaws appeared wanting to sell
us "swamp berncs"

I looked at old Nip. He grinned.
And on the way home we saw a sign
pointing up a narrow road through the
timber. It readi "Huckleberry City.
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And in those days, at the end of this
crude road, at the foot of Huckleberry
Mountain, a little "city" sprouted up each
year in season. There were people all the

way from the Rogue River Valley and
Kiamath County, and many Indian families from the Kiamath Indian Agency, all
there to pick and preserve the berries.
Each season the city was organized and
had its mayor and other municipal officers
who governed all activities. As the land
was in the National Forest, the rangers
co-operated heartily. There were no permanent structures of any kind, merely a
camp near the base of the mountain, and
one had to climb farther up to the patch.
At times there may have been a hundred

people in camp but, at the end of the
season, the place was left to the deer,
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bear and other members of the wilderness folk. Today Huckleberry City is
a thing of the past. Now one may drive
his car right up to the patch.
In 1906,1 bought my first auto, which
was the second in the Rogue Valley. It
was a little single cylinder Olds Curved
Dash Runabout, with one seat, steered
with a tiller, had a chain drive and seven
horse-power.

Wtth the enthusiasm of youth, I decided to drive it to Crater Lake. Accordingly, I sent a team, two days ahead, to
meet me at the Flounce Rock Bridge at
the foot of Pummy Grade I knew that
grale, but, I figured, if two mules could
pull a heavily loaded hack up the grade,
ten seven horse-power cuuld surely pull
up the little car we were using.
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After a hard day's trip we reached our
rendezvous at the bridge and camped for
the night. Next morning I sent two of

the party on foot up the grade, one to
wait about half way up, the other to proceed to the top and halt any conveyance
coming down. When the road was clear
his signal was relayed by the one below
to us waiting at the bottom. This we
believed to be absolutely necessary because of the rough, narrow road and the
impossibility of our being able to pass a
team. In those days most every horse
was in mortal fear of an automobile and
to meet one on such a grade would result in catastrophe.
When the all clear signal came, I sent
the hack up to await us at the top. After giving the team a good stàrt I cranked
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up the little O!ds and, with some misgiv-

ings now that I was actually facing the
ascent, started up. It wasn't so badat
ffr3t.

The little car crept slowly up the

tortuous grade. Then the road became

steeper, the whecis bounced over rocks
and sank six inches deep in ruts of putnice dust as fine as flour. There was no

breeze and the dust stirred up by the
wheels was choking.

I tried to avoid all the larger stones,
but it was impossible to see the ones in
the deep ruts which were covered with
the powdered pumice. In one of these
nrs a wheel butted shdly against a rock
and stopped us abruptly. Before I could
release the clutch, the engrie stalled.

I jammed on the brakes, but they dd
not hold TFe cr as si'j but surely
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backing down the grade. I nearly drove
my foot through the floor board, so hard
was I pressing on the brake pedaL Cold
chills ran through me as I faced the dan-

ger of the car running backward down
the road and turning over on us. I yelled to my companion. He jumped out,
grabbed a large stone and chucked it
firmly behind a rear wheel. The car
stopped and he hastily blocked the other
It was a very narrow escape.
Ahead the grade was heavier, with lots
of rocks, ruts and deep pumice powder.
wheeL

I realized that I couldn't make it, but I
could not turn around to go back nor
could I stay where I was. I bad to go up.

So I sent my companion up the road to
relay a message to the driver of my team.

In tl'ce the drLvcr appearcd with our
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span of big mules. In a few minutes he
had attached a rope to the car's front axle

and then to the team's doubletrees. I
did not dare start the engine, to help
pull, fearing I might bump into the mules'
heels. So I climbed into the car to steer,

the driver clucked to the mules, they
leaned into their collars, the rope tight
ened, rnucl,es strained andwe moved
slowly up the grade. So the two mulepower had it all over the seven horse.
power this time.
At the top of the grade was the hack
awaiting us. I was ready to call the trIp
off, but lacked the moral courage to do
so. Anyway, we were over the worst of
itno more such grades. We were at
The Hole In The Ground, which has now
been given the more trite but more tony
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name of Cascade Gorge.

(Parenthetical-

ly, the above reminds me of the little
town situated on the banks of Louse
Creek. The new residents didn't like
the name of the creek. They deemed it
vulgar. So they got together and decided

to change the name to "Louise Creek."
At this, the old-timers set up a big howl:
"'Louise,' hell! Its always been 'Louse'
and Louse Crick it stays!")

When we reached Union Creek I got
out and looked over the ford. The water
was crystal clear and looked easy so I put

the car in low and entered the stream.
Half way across, the water deepened and

suddenly a front wheel dropped into a
crack in the bedrock. Instantly the water

rose to the hub as the wheel dropp
frto the crevice. Instinctively I released
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the clutch. The car stood with water

rushing up nearly to the floor, but the
engine continued to run. Gingerly I put
in the clutch, but water was on it and it
slipped. It couldn't pull a pound. Then
the motor quit. Again the mule-power
pulled us out.
It took nearly two hours, the following
morning, to get the engine started. We
had to boil water to fill the cooling system, that we had drained, to keep from
freezing during the night when a quarter

of an inch of ice formed on the water
bucker. Then we had to pour pails of
boiling water over gunny sacks, placed on

the gear housing and motor cylinder, to

warm up the thick, cold oil so I could
turn the eflgine over with the crank and
ct it sr.rted.
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It was all clear sailing from here to
the Parkso we thought. It was "Crater
Lake or bust."
However, we soon fouiId it was low
gear work almost all the time. The climb
was steady, even when it looked level it
was just too much to pull in high. Then
too, the road was rough, high centers and
tippy places in the pumice stretches. We

managed to negotiate them for a long
way but suddenly the car stopped but the
motor continued to run. My heart miss-

ed a beat, as I was sure the drive chain
had broken. I envisioned myself in a 'get
out and get under" job, lying on my back
in the deep dust, repairing an unwieldy,
hot roller rhiun, bla& with sticky, dirty

But it was not a broken chain
Our rear axle had run hard and fast up

grease.
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on a high center, one rear wheel was lifted off the ground so we had no traction.

I had only an axe, so used it to chop
us out and level off others as they came.
A little of this ldnd of thing was all right,
but it became so frequent I was wearing
out. Then, when we hung up again,
with the car nearly tipping over on the
badly sidling road, I quit. It was "bust"
for me. But I had driven quite a distance
inside the borders of the park. I was

the first one to drive an automob!e inside Crater Lake Park,

A short time later I tnet Mr. W. 0.
Steel, who was deeply interested in getring the road to the park improved so it
would be easily accessible to auomob
Cars were rapidly incrcain in the Rc:u
River area and we were pu:ting coi.anc
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prcsure on the authorities for more and
bcttcr road work.
Soon after my abortive effort to drive

the little Olds to Crater Lake, I got a
powerful Thomas Detroit touring car. It

had four cylindars, a shaft drive, and I
was confident I could put it up to the
take. My first attempt put me at Prosp:ct the first afternoon, thereby cutting
down the time by more than half.

The

worct ordeal, of course, waa making Pummy Grade.

The powerful car took the grade with
power to spare. I gloated inwardly and
my nervous tension eaced a bit. Ae:
a1, this time I was on ray ownno mules
to pull me out.
The grade ir'creased, the radiaor roc:
before me until mt cecinci the car s 0LU
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faIl over backwards. The motor was now
roaring, then it missed. I was plumb

scared, but the engine roared on as tl e
car bumped over rocks in a choking fog
of pumice dust. Then the motor realy
missed and stopped dead. This time the

brakes held, so I let the car slide back
down to a less steep spot. I started th
motor and tried again. We stopped a'
the identical place. I looked at the gradometer, mounted beside the Seat. It
read twenty-four percenttwenty-four
feet rise itt a hundred feet of road.
Then I had an inspiration. I dropped
back a distance to get off this extra steep

pitch, took out the cushion on the left

'ront seat (our cars were right hand
rive) and exposed the filler cap of the
gasoline r*r,lr

I

atd the engine and
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h:d ray brother blow throui the vent in

th cap. When he had the precsure up
s much as he could blow, he slipped his
finger over the vent and held it. This
time we went clear to the top. You see,
the carburetor was fed by gravity, from

the tank under the front seat, but when
we were on the steepest pitch th g
could not flow up to the carburetor. I
fixed this later by using an atomizer bul
and a short piece of rubber tubing ro I
could put on the pressure when necded.
The first time I crossed Union Creek
with the big car, 11 made it without troubie,

but later I bad to get pulled out when
water got on the dutch and caused it to
slip, it was tricky, and one never knew

wheo he would gt s uck and have to
be pulled out.
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This time I reached our old camp beside the S tree I did not try to make it

up to the rim, but I carefully examined
the road and decided I could make it.
By this time Bill Hodson had opened
the first garage in Medford. Inadvertently I told Bill I intended to drive my
Thomas right up on Crater Lake rim on
a certain day. This gave Bill an idea for

some advertising so he sent one of his
Buicks up on the rim just the day before
I drove my Thomas there. However, I
had driven the first car into the pa:k and
the second up on the rim. After that I
made the trip often, but few others cared
to attempt the heavy grade to the rim
its three switchbacks arid where large

cars hcd to back and fl 1 to get around
coae of the sharp curvs.
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Of course Union Crcck ford always
bothercd me. Cars were frcquently stuck
in the middle of the rushing creek and always the possibility of having to wait for
hours, or maybe all night, before getting
pulled out. Finally Bill Hodson told mc
if I would give him fifty dollars he could
get a log bridge put in. I gave him the
money, and we had the log bridge across
Union Creek which was used for years
until the present concrete structure was
built. Another year I paid to have the
worst of the high centers, between Union
Creek and the park boundary, removed.
Fine. But I didn't go up there again till

two years Inter when the centers were
back again4

But there was still Piimmy Grade, a
bad one to climb, also a problem to get
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down. In those days oiii brakes were
all metal, which slipped when hot, or
were lined with "camel's hair," which
was just htr felt. We had not learned
to keep in gears when going down bill,

we dropped into neutral and used the
brakesand they were only on the rear
wheels. On long grades we often set fire
to the linings and that was just too bad.
So, at the top of Pumrny Grade, it was
a must to cut a fir tree, rope it to the rear
axle and drag it down, small end forward

so the limbs would make an effective
if the tree was bushy enough we
had to use power to pull it down. Thus
drag.

at the bottom, there began to accumulate

a huge quantity of dead trees while, at
the top, the trees were disappearing, leavmg a waste of unsightly stumps It was
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not long till this practice was general all

through the mountainous country and
it had to be prohibited.
All this time Will Steel was busy. I
was working with him arid many others
for better roads. We did get some aid.
But still Pummy Grade was a stubborn
obstacle to surmount. However, we did
get a Government engineer to survey an
almost level grade, eliminating both the
Pummy and Flounce Rock grades. It
would cost the county $25,000.00 to con-

structbut they had no funds for it.
So the citizens of the county put on a
big driveno donations under $100.00.
It went over with a bang, the cash raised
and Jackson County built the two mile
road which relegated Pummy Grade to
the limbo of forgotten things.
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But this was only the beginning. The

fight was kept going until we got the
paved highways we have today.

FACTS & FICi IONS
The rst photographs ever made of

Crater Lake in winter, were taken by a
photographer from Kiamath Falls. He
made his way alone from Fort Kiamath
into the park pulling a sled, loaded with
his equipment, up to the rim over fifteen
to twenty feet of snow. For a long time
he did not return, so a rescue party went

in on skees. They discovered his camp
not far from where the lodge is now. For
shelter he had scooped out a hole in the

snow. They followed his trail up the
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edge of Girfleld Ridge where they found

his camera but no further trace of him.

It was presumed that the edge of the
snowdrift had broken loose under his
feet and he was carrisd over the cliff.

Later, in the summer, a Park Ranger
was lowered over the precipice on a long
rope. He found the photographer's tripod

but no trace of the man. So it was concluded that he was carried, by a snow;lide, into the lake. All his outfit was
taken to Klamath Falls and the photos
developed'the first winter scenes ever
taken of the lake.

-0--

The first trail down to the lake was a

ugh path about a foot wide that be;m a short distance to the right of the

bige. It zigzagged precariously down
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the rugged terrain, requiring nearly a mile

of trail to get down about seven hundrd
feet to the lake, In some places one had
to crawl along, using both hands and feet
to make it. At one place the way was
through a very narrow gulch down which
ran a tiny stream, making the path so wet
and slippery that it would have been almost impossible to negotiate without the
hand rope wh'ch was strung there. And
there was constant danger from stones
bounding down from above.
One afternoon, as I came pung up the
trail, very near the top, I came up to two
women reating. I asked if they were just
starting down. "Oh goodness, no!" one
of them exclaimed. "We a:e coming up.
We've been on the trail since about nine
o'clock this morning. We'll never do it
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againbut it was glorious. It was worth
it." I looked at my watch. It was nearly three o'clock.

0--

I was a motion picture cameraman in
those days and I had gone to Crater Lake
to photograph, for Pathe News, the initi-

ation of Will Steel, then Park Superintendent, into the Knights of Pythias. The
ceremony was to take place in the crater

of Wizard Island, as a special honor to
Mr. SteeL

I had my ten year old son, Jim, with
me and he carried my film case while I
had my heavy camera strapped on my
back and equally heavy tripod over my

shoulder. We had to hurry down the
trail to catch the launch over to the island. We nude it in record time and
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landed on the island where we found
many Knights on their way up the steep

slope to the summit. From the rim of
the lake, the island seemed to be a rather
smooth cone of black gravel, easy to as-

cend, but we found the "gravel" to be
massive blocks of sharp, ragged lava.
The climb was terrific under my heavy

load and the sun was hot, especially inside the shallow crater.
The Knights put on a scene or two for
me and then I had to get out. I thought
we never would reach the boat landing,

but we did, and the launch carried us
across to the rim trail. Usually we made

it up in an hour but, this time, it took
us two hours. Next morning I was so
sore and stiff I could hardly move.
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\7hcn Mr. Alfred Parkiurct wa building the lod:e he took me around the lake
in his launch so I could get the pictures I

wanted for Gaumont's "See America
First" series, And these were the first
successful movies taken of the lake.
After we finished with the launch we
rowed over to the Phantom Ship. I took
several shots from the shore and left the
camera standing while Jim waded in the
shallows. Suddenly I was startled by a
terrific explosion and thunderous roar.
I looked apprehensively at the sky, fearing we had been caught in a bad thunder
storm. But the sky was dear. It was not
a storm. The roar was continuous, re-

verberating from the massive cliffs.
Then, lookmg toward Dutton Cliff, 'ce

saw a massive smoke cloud rising fwm
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With binoculars I saw the
water, close to the shore, boiling with
the water.

white foam, and above it the black smoke.
Then I saw what was causing it. It was

a gigantic rock slide plunging into the
lake. Soon the noise subsided but the
smoke rose thousands of feet above the
rim, like an enormous thunderhead or
the cloud from an atomic blast. So
spectacular was the scene that I swung
my camera around and made the shot.
Later I saw other s!ides, from some of
which I again got the illusion of boiling
water with the black smoke coming out
of it. The boiling water was caused by
the rocks crashing into the lake and the
smoke was dust from the slide. And, I
am sure, such occurrences are what have
caused the repo:ts of recent eruptions in
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the lake. Scientific investigations have
never revcaled any evidence of eruptions.
But many people are still convinced
otherwise.

o-

tt seems that some people like to be
fooled and they have the power to hypnotize themselves into believing what they
think they saw. In a place like Crater

Lake, which in itself is almost unbelievable, the setting is right for stories of the
supernatural.

An oldtimer once insisted that the
Llaos were not myths, that he and his
pardner had seen them one night when
they were rowing back from shing. A
storm was brewing, lightning was playing
and "it was durned skeery." Then he

saw ita dugout canoe filled with Us.

Lady Of The Woods.
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He could see their skinny shapes, in n
bright flash of lightning, as they plied
their paddles.

"M pardner seen it, too. If you don't
belive me, ask him," he said.
I did, and "me pardner" confirmed it.
"Cure," he said. "The old boy would

have seen rnore'n that if his bottle of
ake medicine' hadn't run dry. What
I s:w was a dead tree, its dead limbs bobbi ad swaying in the choppy water.
And the old boy still believes we saw the
L!aos."

-0-

A myS that had wide circulation for
a time was the Petried Lady. £ie was

found back of Engineer's Campnow
Park Headquarters. The woman, a little Uao, hd evintIj been caught in tc
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eruption of Mt. Mazama. She was in a
crouched position trying to protect her
head, with her arms, from the deadly
shower of volcanic ash. But she had succumbed and the action of the chemicals
from the volcano changed her into stone
and made her part of the boulder behind
which she had sought sheirer.
I looked the Lady up. She was ther
airight and still is. You may sae her for
yourself. She is a nude figure, as de-

scribed. The mystery was how she got
there. Then it was found that she had
been chiseled there by a doctor who had
been stationed with the engineers during

construction of the rim road.

In his

spare time be had secretly sculptured her.
But she is worth seeing.

-0-
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Another story is that if a person is
drowned in the lake, the body will never
rice. It will remain suspended half way
tD the bottom. Also it has been said

that, diTering from all other lakes, the
water in Crater Lake is above boiling at
the bottom, almost freezing in the center,
nice and cool on the surface.

-0-

The first accommodations in the park
were at Annie Springs, which was then
Park Headquarters. Here tents had been
put up for travelers and good meals were
served for fifty to seventy-five cents. I
believe they ran only one season.

-0--

The Park Ranger lived in a two-storied
house at Annie Springs and nearly every
winter the snow became so deep he had
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to tunnel out of the upstairs window to
get outside.

There was a good-sized barn across
from the ranger station and, one summer
when I reached Headquarters, I found the
barn crushed flat from the winter snow.
Every winter they removed the floor of
the bridge across Annie Creek to prevent
the snow from crushing it.

-0-

Once I saw a big, expensive car with
all the trimmings, including a uniformed
chauffeur, arrive about sunset. A wind
was blowing and a dense curtain of fog
was pouring over the rim. It was cold
and the lake was completely obscured.
The car stopped near the lodge, within a
few feet of where I stood. The dowager,
queen of the outfit, almost smothered in
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furs, heavy green veil and dark sun gLasses, gave a loud sniff: "All this way to see

a thing like t±! Joseph, turn the car
"
"But" protested a male voice, "can't

around and

we get dinner first? 'I ere's the hoteL"
"No!" snapped the dowa-er. "Vie are

going right back! We wU find a bettrr
place. Joscpht" And "Joseph" obeyed.
They must have had a sweet time finding a "better place" with the nearest good

accommodations a two to three hour
drive over rough, dusty mountain rDads.
And the next day was one of the most
gcrgeous I have ever seen at the lake.

